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The Mauser C96 (Construktion 96) is a semi-automatic pistol that was originally produced by German arms
manufacturer Mauser from 1896 to 1937. Unlicensed copies of the gun were also manufactured in Spain and
China in the first half of the 20th century. The distinctive characteristics of the C96 are the integral box
magazine in front of the trigger, the long barrel, the wooden shoulder stock ...
Mauser C96 - Wikipedia
Mauser, begun as KÃ¶nigliche Waffen Schmieden, is a German arms manufacturer.Their line of bolt-action
rifles and semi-automatic pistols have been produced since the 1870s for the German armed forces. In the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, Mauser designs were also exported and licensed to a large number of
countries which adopted them as military and civilian sporting firearms.
Mauser - Wikipedia
La Mauser C96 Ã¨ una pistola semiautomatica prodotta dalla ditta Mauser tra il 1896 ed 1937.Visivamente, si
distingue immediatamente per il grilletto sistemato in un ponticello praticamente rotondo, e il serbatoio
anteriore invece che essere presente nel calcio che Ã¨ corto e piccolo rispetto alla dimensione della pistola,
detto "Broomhandle" ("manico di scopa").
Mauser C96 - Wikipedia
La Mauser C-96 (o C96, sin el guion) fue una pistola semiautomÃ¡tica que conociÃ³ un amplio uso. Fue
producida desde 1896 hasta 1937 en Alemania, asÃ- como de forma modificada - bajo licencia o sin ella - en
otros paÃ-ses; especialmente en China.
Mauser C96 - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
Collectible American Longarms (post-1898) **NEW ADDITION** SMOF7062 - U.S. PARATROOPER
CARBINE - U.S. M1A1 CARBINE MADE BY INLAND (LATE WAR) SERIAL NUMBER 6885526 CALIBER 30
CALIBER U.S. CARBINE The M1 carbine was one of the great success stories of World War II. It came
about because of the need for a light weight accurate shoulder weapon to arm everyone who was not a front
line infantryman.
Collectible American Longarms Catalog - OldGuns.net
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